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Abstract—In this paper, we summarize the present methods available for providing user interfaces for disability applications. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has contributed to providing accommodation to people with disability, and is generally considered a step in the right direction. As many modalities of interaction have become a focus, we propose multi-channel customized interfaces, where a person can take many types of inputs and map some portions of each of them to the output channels available, emerging as a sound design principle. Uniquely customizing interfaces provides an opportunity for all, especially people with disabilities. In addition, the possibility of creating user interfaces for special cases and on demand helps to provide inclusive computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computing refers to processing, symbol manipulation, transformation, representation, information abstraction, and the like, which occurs in hardware and software [1]. Computing derives types of information from information based on patterns, structures, modulations, algorithms, theories, logicalities, principles, and the like. Information transformation is the process of performing computational procedures to alter information into different forms. Computing requires interaction with human beings involving both the cognitive and physical capabilities. Sometimes supportive interaction methodologies are needed to increase the level of interaction so that computing becomes meaningful to the user [2], interaction for disability is one such example.

Disability can be interpreted as a limitation and restriction caused by a health problem, a genetic problem, or an incidental disaster. It results in impairments such as visual, cognitive, hearing, and physical, which could limit people’s abilities, e.g. inability of movement, a restriction in participation, and difficulty at work [3][4]. It is estimated that a billion people live with disabilities [5]. This requires interventions to remove environmental and social barriers. An important fact is that being disabled does not mean that a person is unskilled; many disabled people are extremely motivated and integrated into a skill-rich workforce; however, the limitation of their impairments could have a significant impact on the quality and ability of performing life tasks [2].
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II. PROBLEM TO SOLVE

We would like to design user interfaces so that they are not merely adaptive – acknowledging and accommodating the disability. The user interfaces need to be inclusive and handle disability transparently. The idea is that a user interface can have different interaction methods where users choose based

Inclusion implies making technology accessible, reachable to and usable by everyone with different ability, disability, age, etc. Inclusion is also known as inclusive design, design for all, digital inclusion, universal usability, and the like. Accessibility is the principle of making applications suitable and beneficial to everyone [6]. Section 508 – accessibility law requires each federal agency to provide access to programs, activities, electronic and information technology [7]. Section 508 standards apply to all IT common services including software applications and operating systems, web-based information and applications, telecommunications products, video or multimedia products, self-contained, closed products, desktop and portable computers [8]. Making it possible for more people with disabilities to participate in the area of computing has become mandatory since it enhances their life in many different ways [9].

Assistive technology is any equipment, tool, product, application, mechanism, and system that can be used to enhance functional capabilities for people with disabilities [5][10]. Assistive technology has some limitations: social, cultural, design, privacy, security, and compatibility [11]. Most importantly, the proliferation and wide usage of assistive technology depends on the user’s economic status as some assistive applications are very highly priced [11]. This issue occurs for several reasons. First, the cost must include sufficient profit margin to amortize development cost [9]. Second, the manufacturer is obliged to include features which differentiate the product from similar products in the market place. The cost of this differentiation is included into the price [12]. Finally, intangibles such as branding and name-recognition can command higher prices [13].

In our work, we focus on applications, particularly user interfaces (UIs) as assistive tools that allow people with disabilities to overcome their limitations. A crossover application is an application designed specifically for a particular disability, yet is useful, at the same time, for those without any disability[14][15]. We believe that creating crossover user interfaces expands the inclusion circle of the computing field and generally reduces the burden on all users, regardless of disability.
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3 Includes limitations, barriers, impairments, low experience, fewer abilities
on their capabilities and disabilities. We also propose an abstraction which will generate custom user interface on demand.

III. RELATED WORK

Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure (GPII) aims to ensure that everyone can access and use the Internet and all its information and communication technology (ICT) [16]. Accessibility is an important ingredient in education, employment, health, and the like. Particularly, combining cloud computing and Web services to make accessibility simpler, more inclusive, available everywhere, and more affordable is the goal. Hence, GPII intends to create automatic user interfaces based on user preferences. GPII consists of two major components: a user to determine the needs, preferences and permissions, and an infrastructure to create solutions. The Cloud4all and Prosperity4All projects were proposed [17][18][19]. Indeed, we can embrace the idea of having an identifier that determines the nature of the user for the user interface, on which UI can be accordingly prepared.

Multimodal multimedia (MM) computing systems present mathematical expressions to visually impaired users based on their combined contexts and environment [20]. MM depends also on user preferences and interaction to select modalities, media, and presentation formats.

Some research emphasizes that pattern-based user interfaces must be considered to generate user interfaces according to an abstract formula [10]. Therefore, there is a need to establish an abstractive method that creates a UI with different representations of output and input for a combination of applications. Another study involving motor-impaired and able-bodied participants performing pointing tasks using a mouse, and pointing tasks using single switch scanning techniques [21]. The study indicates that precise and fast pointing requires hand strength. Hand strength affects pointing performance of non-disabled users as well.

Recent research found that existing anthropometric data tools (User Data Tools) are very limited, as they lack usefulness and attraction [22]. Furthermore, designers found that the information on users obtained from participating users is more useful than adapting data from user data tools. Including all features (i.e., simplicity, comprehensiveness, effectiveness, and ease of use, etc.) in one tool – perhaps one user interface – in reality is difficult. The researchers emphasized that exploration and evaluation methods rely on the samples selected. Larger numbers of participants in the exploration stage is suggested to overcome the bias in sample size and specification [22]. We believe that design guidelines may not be capable of covering every concept of user needs. Design guidelines must be updated periodically as technology evolves rapidly because of the changes based on the user’s situation.

A bi-modal User Interface is aimed at assisting users with physical disabilities (i.e., handicapped) and involve HCI with non-disabled users [23]. It uses audio and vision-based channels to process natural speech and pointing movements in parallel as a unified multimodal activity. The study indicates that a bimodal interface helped users with motor-disabilities by improving their independence and performance. In addition, it can be helpful for non-disabled users as hands might be occupied (driving, cooking, eating, etc.). The ideas of supporting several targeted group of users is also the focus of crossover application and assistive technology [14][24] research.

There is some attention paid to accessibility limitations between users and modern digital technologies, especially elderly and disabled users in the context of an inclusive world [25][26]. Engaging design could also involve older people as key participants by letting them contribute in decision-making and data collection processes [27]. User-Sensitive Inclusive Design encourages designers to extend their design briefs to include older and disabled people; however, it suggests a different method to designing for disregarded users (e.g., old and disabled users) by developing a real empathy with these users [28]. Situationally-induced impairments and disabilities (SIID) is an inclusive design process for developing a product that is designed for disabled and non-disabled [29].

The lack of usability in assistive and alternative tools limits their utilization by users with disabilities [Almuray, 2014]. Although, there is a realistic effort to include accessibility or usability, or both, by the systems and companies, there is no clear consistent mechanism for the disabled user’s needs to access and utilize computing systems and fulfill Section 508 [8]. Therefore, disabled users face obstacles, as private companies need not comply with Section 508. Low cost and widely suitable solutions are expected to help with this problem.

Ubiquitous computing promotes new technologies to help elders to handle their problems independently though new forms of interaction between users and technologies [30]. There is a need to provide the universal design that promotes effective accommodations and expands the range of users’ abilities.

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed work consists of three approaches: crossover user interfaces, multi-channel user interface, and user interface on-demand. These approaches are complementary to each other, where the system allows user inclusion, diversity and acceptance of new types of methods and users.

A. Crossover user interfaces

As mentioned earlier, creating crossover user interfaces can open opportunities for multiple groups of users to be included in computing without depending on assistive tools. Having methods that accommodate users with special needs, capabilities, and disabilities will enhance the inclusion concept. Figure 1 illustrates the proposal conceptually by showing three different cases which can occur. In case (A), Group A has the exclusive access to computing system using a unique interfacing method. Other groups, however, are excluded from accessing the computing system. In case (B), some groups (A, C, and E) have their own unique interfacing methods. However, each method does not intercross to other groups of users. This case could have a cost impact on both production and acquisition. Case (C), on the other hand, is significantly inclusive and effective because all groups are included with minimum cost. In fact, a fewer number of interfacing methods can be implemented where each method can be shared by multiple groups of users. Note that some groups
may not essentially have the same properties. For example, some groups share both input/output interaction methods while some others share either. Theoretically, assume five types of input methods – according to Table 1 – defined by the set $I = \{k, s, t, v\}$ and three types of outputs defined by the set $O = \{a, v, t\}$. There exist three types of user groups $G = G_{kvi}, G_{khp}, G_{non}$. The computing system $S$ features the interaction channels $C$ where $C = I \cup O$. Since $G_{non} = I_k, O_v$ is a subset of $C$, a member $M_1 \in G_{non}$ is a person included in the computing system $S$, which means $M_1$ is included. However, let a member $M_2 = I_s, O_b$, where $O_b$ is a Braille display as an example. Since $S$ does not feature $O_b$, (i.e. $O_b \notin C$) the member is excluded from the computing system $S$. Now, by assuming a member $M_3 = I_k, I_s, I_t, O_v, O_a$, it means that this particular member is capable of using a multi-channel user interface, which will be described next.

### B. Multi-Channel User Interface

We define multi-channel user interface (MCUI) as a user interface that uses various perception channels (i.e. visual, audio, tactile, etc.) and multiple action channels such as keyboard, mouse, touchable, touchless, motion, speech, etc. Figure 2 illustrates the MCUI conceptually. The user can switch between I/O channels and can use multiple MCUI I/O channels concurrently. Every channel must have the exact power regardless of the performance each may yield. Furthermore, the data and information must be translated based on the user’s perception (output) and action (input). According to GPIII [17], an identification method can be user specified as the appropriate and suitable interactive channel. Let input channels ($I$), output channels ($O$), be mapped by ($M$) so that:

$I = \begin{bmatrix} i_1 \\ i_2 \\ i_3 \\ \vdots \\ i_x \end{bmatrix}$

Thus, $P_{ij}$ be matrix which maps the matrix $I$ to matrix $O_j$ so that $I \times P = O$. Here cardinality of $P$ will be $|O|$ by $|I|$. In the example in Section 4.1, there are five inputs $I$ and three outputs $O$ where:

$P = \begin{bmatrix} p_{kw} & p_{sv} & p_{hv} & p_{iu} & m_{tv} \\ p_{ka} & p_{sa} & p_{ha} & p_{ta} & m_{ta} \\ p_{kt} & p_{st} & p_{ht} & p_{tu} & m_{t} \end{bmatrix}$

$\Rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} i_k \\ i_s \\ i_h \\ i_t \\ i_v \end{bmatrix}$

Matrix $P_{ij}$ is defined as preference matrix customizing for combination of input/output elements a user has chosen for interaction.

### C. Personalized User Interface on-Demand

On-demand refers to a methodology for production of a product based on an order has been received. User inter-
face on-demand means that a special user interface can be created and implemented based on a distinct set of needs. Hence, having the ability of creating user interfaces based on user requirements, cultural differences, and application preferences is expected to promote a wider range utilization, broad acceptance, and inclusion.

In the example in Section 4.2, here we call the elements of $P_{(s,a)}$, where $1 \leq b \leq x$ and $1 \leq c \leq y$, a Personalized User Interface (PUI). PUI could be 0 or 1 or something in-between, and provide a unique and personalized interface values for a user’s preferences. Accordingly, Figure 3 shows how a user with $P_{(s,a)}$ has a unique preference that maps the input “speech” to the output “audio”.

Tools such as XMM, SXM, WX, AXM, Cloudstack, are various Xenserver management interfaces that have been created using different contexts [31][32][33]. Thus, besides many other management tools (i.e., web-based, desktop, and mobile), developers were able to create additional interfaces that allow more users to be included. The reason for this is that Xenserver contains an abstract application programming interface – called Xen API or XAPI which allows commands to be performed in different ways [34].

V. DISCUSSION

This proposal involves approaches that complement each other. The user has two roles: (1) an input emitter or action maker and (2) information receiver. Actions can be transformed from one channel to another having different characteristics. However, these channels may vary in terms of utilization bandwidths. Many factors affect bandwidths depending on user preferences, characteristics, and needs. Non-disabled users “N” can utilize the channels $(X,Y)$ based on their preferences and characteristics. Hence, $(X,Y)$ channels will have a high bandwidth since the majority of users have sufficient abilities to use $X$ as an input channel and $Y$ as an output channel (e.g. keyboard and monitor respectively). A group “V” of users with disabilities (e.g. visually impaired) uses the channels $(W,Z)$ based on their needs. Hence, $(W,Z)$ channels will have a low bandwidth.

The same group “V” uses the channels $(A,B)$ based on their needs and characteristics. $(A,B)$ channels can also be utilized by “N” users, which increases the utilization bandwidth of $(A,B)$. Since,

$$Band_{(A,B)} > Band_{(W,Z)}$$

it is recommended to design and implement an interaction method using $(A,B)$ channels.

As shown in Figure 4, there are several types of input and output channels and different types of users, and each channel has diverse properties. Several input and output channels can be used by a user concurrently and at different times different channels could be used by the same user. Each input channel must have the desirable power and effect. In addition, receiving from different channels must not impact the results to ensure the equality. Briefly, all input/output channels must indicate the exact power of productivity and effectiveness. In addition, there must be a significant consideration and maintenance to the most frequently used channels and in return not to neglect other channels that allow the inclusion of other types of users, whatever the users proportion is. For example, when there is a massive use of the computing system through a smartphone user interface, it is imperative to strengthen the capabilities of these applications and make them more effective, flexible, and perform the same purpose as is the case with their equivalent user interfaces.

We can also view the computer with which the user is interacting as an emitter and receiver of information, and also on channels with different characteristics. We have designed those channels to correspond to the I/O capabilities of “typical”, non-handicapped users. But for users whose I/O channel profiles are different, we have created devices which translate information from one channel (e.g. visual) to
another (e.g. audio). Successful examples are text-to-speech readers, or those machines that produce braille sensations from text streams.

Persons could be characterized by their I/O channel capabilities, and perhaps more tailored solutions to their disabilities could be found. For example, it could be that a blind person has a much greater audio symbol rate than a sighted person. A device translating computer output to audio could perhaps leverage this by creating audio sources around the user.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided our basis of proposing customized interfaces for all. The idea extends our work in the area of crossover applications, where specific interaction is aimed on alleviating obstacles which restrict the information highway to people with disabilities. We developed a theoretical approach for such an interface, and proposed a personalized interface as a matrix $P_{ij}$. Our idea is that $P_{ij}$ will capture the preference of a user as well as defined how the input and output channels are mapped in the dynamic user interfaces, which changes with the person’s context and preferences. We provide a unique methodology to design such interfaces in future.
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